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Abstract: Laboratory medicine is amongst the fastest
growing fields in medicine, crucial in diagnosis, support
of prevention and in the monitoring of disease for individual patients and for the evaluation of treatment for populations of patients. Therefore, high quality and safety in
laboratory testing has a prominent role in high-quality
healthcare. Applied knowledge and competencies of professionals in laboratory medicine increases the clinical
value of laboratory results by decreasing laboratory errors,
increasing appropriate utilization of tests, and increasing
cost effectiveness. This collective paper provides insights
into how to validate the laboratory assays and assess the
quality of methods. It is a synopsis of the lectures at the
15th European Federation of Clinical Chemistry and Laboratory Medicine (EFLM) Continuing Postgraduate Course
in Clinical Chemistry and Laboratory Medicine entitled
“How to assess the quality of your method?” (Zagreb, Croatia, 24–25 October 2015). The leading topics to be discussed
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include who, what and when to do in validation/verification of methods, verification of imprecision and bias, verification of reference intervals, verification of qualitative
test procedures, verification of blood collection systems,
comparability of results among methods and analytical
systems, limit of detection, limit of quantification and
limit of decision, how to assess the measurement uncertainty, the optimal use of Internal Quality Control and
External Quality Assessment data, Six Sigma metrics,
performance specifications, as well as biological variation. This article, which continues the annual tradition of
collective papers from the EFLM continuing postgraduate
courses in clinical chemistry and laboratory medicine,
aims to provide further contributions by discussing the
quality of laboratory methods and measurements and, at
the same time, to offer continuing professional development to the attendees.
Keywords: biological variation; detection limit; IQC/EQA;
measurement uncertainty; method verification/validation; methods comparability.

The EFLM Committee on Education
and Training
Amongst the main missions of the EFLM is the education
and training of its members. Through its Committee on
Education and Training (C-ET), EFLM provides organized
events in postgraduate continuous education in clinical chemistry and laboratory medicine. These activities
started in 2001 in cooperation with Croatian Society of
Medical Biochemistry and Laboratory Medicine (CSMBLM)
and the Slovenian Association of Clinical Chemistry and
Laboratory Medicine (SACCLM). For about 15 years, the
C-ET has been providing attractive continuous education and training programs that are heterogeneous and
diverse enough to meet the individual educational needs
in the course of continuing professional development.
The common title of EFLM courses is “New Classification,
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Diagnosis and Treatment”, each of them is dedicated to
a particular medical discipline (Table 1). These EFLM
Courses known as “Dubrovnik Courses” are affiliated with
the programs of the Interuniversity Centre Dubrovnik.
This year the 15th EFLM course entitled “How to
assess the quality of your method?” has moved from
Dubrovnik to Zagreb to be more accessible to participants;
in the future, it is anticipated that the courses will be held
at different venues across Europe.
In addition to the Continuing Postgraduate Course,
C-ET organizes other educational events including the
“Symposium for Balkan region”, which is commonly
arranged in Belgrade, and the “Symposium on Education”
held in Prague every 2 years.

Who, what and when to do in
validation/verification of methods
Validation of a laboratory assay or method is defined as
confirmation through the provision of objective evidence
that the requirements for a specific intended use or application have been fulfilled. In-vitro diagnostics (IVD) manufacturers would be expected to provide such evidence as
part of their design input [1]. Adequate method validation
studies are needed before laboratory methods are considered for clinical use. The loop of the implementation
design is indeed not closed until the finished IVD product
is adequately validated to determine attributes and performance characteristics that meet the clinical needs. IVD
Table 1: Years and topics discussed during EFLM Continuing Postgraduate Course in Clinical Chemistry and Laboratory Medicine.
Year

Topica

2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015

Diabetes mellitus
Cardiovascular disease
Neurological disease
Neoplastic disease
Autoimmune disease
Metabolic syndrome
Molecular diagnostics
Kidney disease
Thyroid disease
Thrombophilia
Inflammation
Gastrointestinal disease
Point-of-care testing
Diabetes mellitus revisited
Quality assessment of laboratory methods

a
Available at: http://www.eflm.eu/index.php/educational-material.
html.

manufacturers should define a calibration hierarchy to
assign traceable values to their system calibrators and to
fulfil, during this process, uncertainty limits for calibrators, which should represent a proportion of the uncertainty budget allowed for clinical laboratory results [2].
It is therefore important that, the laboratory profession
clearly defines the clinically acceptable uncertainty for
relevant tests [3] and end-users (i.e. clinical laboratories)
may know and verify how manufacturers have implemented the traceability of their calibrators and estimated
the corresponding uncertainty, including, if any, the
employed goals [4]. Verification requires that there is sufficient objective evidence to determine that a given assay
fulfils the specified requirements. In general, it should
be possible to establish if the status of the measurement
uncertainty budget associated with the proposed traceability chain is suitable or not for clinical application of the
test [5]. Important tools for IVD traceability surveillance
are the verification by clinical laboratories of the consistency of the declared performance during daily routine
operations performed in accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions and the organization of appropriately
structured EQA programs. The former activity should be
accomplished through the daily verification by clinical
laboratories that control materials of analytical systems
are in the manufacturer declared validation range (IQC
component I) [6]. The participation to EQA schemes and
meeting metrological criteria is mandatory. Target values
for EQA materials (including their uncertainty) are optimally assigned with reference measurement procedures
by accredited reference laboratories, these materials must
be commutable and a clinically allowable inaccuracy for
participant’s results should be defined in order to prove
the suitability of laboratory measurements in the clinical
setting [7, 8]. Clinical laboratories should also separately
monitor the imprecision of employed commercial systems
through the IQC component II, primarily devoted to estimate the measurement uncertainty due to the random
effects [2, 6].
Prior to method validation/verification, performance specifications for each measurement should be
established.

Performance specifications
All test results are fraught with uncertainty despite every
laboratories’ ambition to its minimization. The knowledge
of this uncertainty, observed during an extended period,
is needed for the proper clinical use of the results. In order
to compare uncertainty among different measurement
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systems and methods, and to define performance specifications, we need tools to express the uncertainty and
specify the performance numerically. Such data might also
be used, e.g. to decide if it is possible to share common reference intervals and decision limits, or to decide if results
from two assays are compatible [9].
A conference in 2014 arranged by the EFLM concluded
that performance specifications should be based on one
of three following models: clinical outcomes, biological
variation or (if information from the first two sources is
lacking) state-of-the-art of the assay performance [5].
For test primarily used for diagnostic purposes, the
negative or positive predictive values in relation to some
clinical outcome variable might be the most suitable way
to define performance specifications. As negative and
positive predictive values vary with the prevalence of the
target disease, such performance specifications might
differ depending on the setting in which the test is used.
Performance specifications based on biological variation have been proposed for more than 40 years. With
the improvement in technology, the performance of
assays usually improves. For instance, the devices for selfmeasurement of blood glucose perform today much better
than 30 years ago, and consequently the quality requirements for the manufacturers have recently been revised
[10]. For this reason, the best available technology (the
“state-of-the-art”) to a reasonable cost should always be
encouraged.
A working group has recently been established
within the EFLM (Task and Finish Group on Allocation
of Laboratory Tests to Different Models for Performance
Specifications – TFG-DM) in order to allocate the laboratory tests and the different use of them to these three
different models for performance specifications. Possible
criteria for allocation are: a) outcome model if the measurand has a central role in diagnosis and monitoring of
a specific disease; b) biological variation model if the
measurand has a high homeostatic control; and c) stateof-the-art model if neither central diagnostic role nor sufficient homeostatic control are shown.
When performance criteria for an assay are unmet, it
is important to provide feedback to the manufacturer. If
the laboratory profession agrees on common performance
criteria, such feedback from users and organizers of EQA
schemes will have a greater impact on the industry.

Biological variation
As stated previously, one of the ways to derive performance specifications rely on biological variability of the

3

measurand. One of the most useful tools in recent years
has been the development of the “Ricos’ database”,
including specifications for desirable allowable total
error, imprecision and bias, based on an ever-evolving
literature review of biological variation of analytes [11,
12]. For many laboratories, the goals derived from biological variation represent the standards for quality
performance. Yet, this use has not been without controversy: for instance, goals for some measurands are
so demanding that no assay on the market can achieve
them. Other goals are so wide that they are not demanding enough. The model with intra- and inter-individual
variation is simple, but has also limitations. The sample-specific (matrix) error is not included in the model.
The intra-individual variation is for several measurands literally “individual” and it might not be justified
to base performance specifications on such an average
variation, because the average is not representative
for the majority of individuals. Finally, the estimated
variation in healthy persons might not necessarily be
representative for the variation observed in a diseased
population [13].
To add to the controversy, the Milan 2014 EFLM conference called into question much of the validity of the
biological variability information [5], and even went so far
as to question the very accuracy of the underlying model
for biologically-derived total allowable error [14].

How to assess the measurement
uncertainty
The goal of standardization of measurements in laboratory medicine is to achieve compatible results in human
samples, independent of the laboratory and/or the
method used. This can be achieved by the adoption of
the “reference system” approach, based on the concept
of metrological traceability and a hierarchy of measurement procedures. The reference system requires reference
procedures, reference materials and reference laboratories, which are able to produce results within defined
limits of uncertainty [15]. The concept of uncertainty was
introduced in the 1990s due to the lack of consensus on
how to express the quality of measurement results. The
International Vocabulary of Metrology (VIM) defines
measurement uncertainty as a “non-negative parameter
characterizing the dispersion of the quantity values
being attributed to a measurand, based on the information used” [16]. Laboratorians may easily understand
the meaning, but its estimate may be difficult in current
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practice [3]. However, it must take into account that the
estimation of measurement uncertainty is mandatory
for reference measurement laboratories to obtain/maintain the accreditation according to ISO 17025:2003 and
ISO 15195:2005 and for clinical laboratories to obtain the
accreditation according to ISO 15189:2012 [17–19].
There are two approaches to estimate measurement
uncertainty, the so-called “bottom-up” and “top-down”
approaches. The “bottom-up” approach is the model
proposed by the Guide to the Expression of Uncertainty
of Measurement (GUM) based on a comprehensive dissection of the measurement, in which each potential
source of uncertainty is identified, quantified and combined to generate a combined uncertainty of the result
using statistical propagation rules [20]. This model
has been fully endorsed by metrology institutions and
suppliers of reference materials and is used in accredited laboratories that perform reference measurement
procedures. The application of GUM in clinical laboratories is, however, not straightforward and has encountered many practical problems and objections [21]. As
an alternative, the “top-down” approach described by
Magnusson et al. can be used by clinical laboratories
to estimate the measurement uncertainty of results,
by using quality control data and certified reference
materials for bias estimation [22, 23]. According to some
experimental studies, uncertainties by “top-down” and
“bottom-up” approaches, if correctly estimated, should
be interchangeable.

Verification of imprecision and bias
A majority of the measurement methods used in laboratory medicine are produced by diagnostic companies,
which have already validated them and established that
they are fit for the intended purpose [4, 24]. The end-user
laboratory, however, is requested to independently verify
that the essential performance characteristics, including
imprecision and bias of the measurement method and/
or measurement system found during manufacturer’s
validation, can be reproduced locally. Verification is also
required when substantial changes occur over time, e.g.
change of a measurement system, relocation or when
results of IQC or EQA schemes indicate that the performance of the method has worsened with time.
Local consensus on sufficient verification procedures
have commonly been agreed and frequently influenced
over time, e.g. by accreditation authorities. Published
verification procedures have appeared rather recently

[25–28]. The following is a brief summary of the most
widely employed approaches:
–– Bias studies. Clinical laboratories commonly measure in the order of 20–200 human samples having as
wide a concentration range as possible, using both
the comparison (“reference”) method and the evaluated method. At least 20 repeated measurements
of at least two pooled patient samples may also
be used. This latter approach may actually be an
advantage when the medical decision limit is close
to the detection limit of the measurement method
or system.
–– Imprecision studies. For estimating imprecision, suitable stable control materials for IQC at two concentration levels are measured in at least two replicates for
at least 5 consecutive days each week for 2 weeks.
–– Data presentation and analysis. Linear regression,
preferably orthogonal linear regression [29, 30], bias
plots [31, 32] and analysis of variance [33] techniques
are used to quantify bias and within- and betweenseries imprecision, respectively.

Limit of blank, limit of detection,
limit of quantification and limit
of decision
Limit of blank (LoB), limit of detection (LOD), limit of
quantitation (LOQ) and limit of decision are concepts and
terms used to describe the lowest concentration of a measurand that can be reliably measured by a measurement
procedure [16, 34–36]. The literature in this area has previously been and is unfortunately still confusing regarding
concepts, nomenclature and methods. The approach recommended here is primarily based on recent recommendations by Eurachem [34].
–– The LoB is the highest apparent concentration of
a measurand expected when replicates of a blank
sample containing no measurand are measured. The
LoB refers to test results or signals and not to actual
concentrations.
–– The limit of decision (CCα) is the concentration of the
measurand that is significantly different from zero.
The concept is, e.g. used when determining whether
a material is contaminated or not.
–– LOD is the lowest concentration of the measurand
detectable at a specified level of confidence. The
LOD of the measurement system/instrument and
of the method should be kept apart. The LOD of
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Critical value

Null hypothesis:
measurand absent

1.65*s

5

Detection decision

Alternative hypothesis:
measurand present

Null hypothesis:
measurand absent

Alternative hypothesis:
measurand present

3.30*s

50% false negatives if the
true concentration is equal
to the critical value

β=0.05

α=0.05

LOD

α=0.05

Figure 1: Neyman–Pearson theory concept.

Figure 2: Estimation of limit of detection.

the measurement system is determined by presenting the system directly with the reagent blank or
with other types of samples. When the LOD of the
measurement method is determined, the sample is
processed through all the steps of the measurement
procedure.
–– LOQ is the lowest concentration at which the performance of a method or measurement system is acceptable for a specified use.

very low concentrations of measurands, e.g. in environmental analysis or when detecting drugs of abuse. In this
situation, a pragmatic approach defining LOQ as equal to
the lowest concentration at which the CV is ≤ 5% appears
to be appropriate [38, 39].
Analytical specifications in clinical laboratories are
dictated by the clinical use of the measurement methods.
Many clinical laboratories therefore prefer to apply other
definitions of LOQ than the ones commonly used in international metrology. It is therefore crucial to specify which
definition is used when reporting LOQ.

The Neyman-Pearson theory [37] provides methods for
calculating probabilities when choosing between two
alternative hypotheses (Figure 1). This theory is important for the current understanding of determining, e.g.
LOD and LOQ. Estimating the LOD means, e.g. choosing
false-positive probability of α = 0.05, which leads to a critical value of approximately 1.65s (where s is the standard
deviation of a large number of results for a blank sample
or a sample containing a low concentration of the measurand, and 1.65 is the one-tailed Student’s t-value for infinite degrees of freedom at the significance level α = 0.05).
In order to avoid too high false-negative measurement
results, the false-negative error also needs to be appropriately set, commonly β = α = 0.05. Calculating the LOD with
α = β = 0.05 will therefore be 1.65+1.65 = 3.30, which is frequently rounded to 3s’ (Figure 2).
For a statistically proper estimate of the LOD, the multiplying factor used should take into account the number
of degrees of freedom associated with the estimate of s.
For example, if s is obtained from 10 replicate measurements, the Student’s t-value at α = 0.05 is 1.83 (9 degrees
of freedom). This leads to an LOD calculated as 3.7s
(Figure 3).
Tables 2 and 3 present strategies for calculating LOD
and LOQ, respectively. The calculation of the LOQ as
described in the Table 3 is appropriate when detecting

Statistical approaches to compare
methods and analytical systems
When a new analytical system or method is replacing the
existing one, laboratory professionals have to investigate
if there are differences between obtained results that
could have an impact on clinical decision-making. Thus,
result equivalence should be checked, even if, e.g. the
exact same model of analyzer is introduced.
There are several statistical approaches to investigate
method comparability and most of them can be appropriate. Unfortunately, we often witness the misuse of
statistics, especially in the manufacturer’s declarations.
IVD manufacturers often substantiate the claim that two
methods are comparable by a high correlation coefficient
(e.g. 0.99). However, the use of the correlation coefficient
is not adequate for showing result equivalence, since a
high correlation only tells us that the two sets of data are
highly related [40]. Passing and Bablok (P-B) regression
analysis gives us more information and enables to determine if constant or proportional difference is present
between the methods. In order to evaluate statistical
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s0= The estimated standard
deviation of m single
results at or near zero
concentration
s′0= The standard deviation
used for calculating LOD
and LOQ
n= The number of replicate
observations averaged
when reporting results
where each replicate is
obtained following the
ientire measurement
procedure
nb= The number of blank
observations averaged
when calculating the
blank correction
according to the
measurement procedure

From the results of m replicate
measurements during validation calculate
the standard deviation, s 0

Will the results
be blank corrected
during routine use
of the method?

Yes

n

nb

No

n

Use the calculated standard
deviation, s ′0 for calculating the
LOD and LOQ

Figure 3: How to calculate LOD and LOQ [34].

significance of the intercept (from zero) and slope (from
the unity), data has to be presented using 95% confidence intervals (CI) [41]. If data on CI are missing, one
can wrongly interpret results of regression analysis. This
lack is often found in reagent package inserts. P-B analysis has, however, some drawbacks, as different sets of
data can show exactly the same regression equation. In
addition, analysis of residuals is required to determine
the amount of data that can be explained with the model
[42]. Deming regression is another type of regression
analysis, which takes into account the analytical variability of both tested methods (derived from duplicate
measurements or method CV).

Regression analysis does not provide the information about differences between specific pairs of measurement. The Bland-Altman (bias) plot is the best
approach to evaluate the differences between methods.
In this difference plot, the mean between two methods
is presented on the x-axis (unless the comparison
method is considered as the “reference”). The choice of
variable on the y-axis depends on the type of the difference between methods: for checking a constant bias,
it is better to present the absolute difference between
methods, while percentage difference is better suited
for evaluating proportional bias. Limits of agreement
define borders within which 95% of differences. Overall

Table 2: Calculation of limit of detection [34].
What to do

How many
times

What to calculate from the data

a) Replicate measurements of
blank samples, i.e. matrices
containing no measurand
and
replicate measurement
of test samples with low
concentrations of the
measurand

10

Calculate the standard deviation, s0 of the
results
Calculate s0′ from s0 as shown in Figure 3
Calculate LOD = 3∗ s0′

b) Replicate measurements of
reagent blanks
and
replicate measurements
reagent blanks spiked with low
concentrations of measuranda

10

Calculate the standard deviation, s0 of the
results
Calculate s0′ from s0 as shown in Figure 1
Calculate LOD = 3∗ s0′

Spiking can compromise the commutability of the sample.

a
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Table 3: Calculation of limit of quantitation [34].
What to do

How many
times

What to calculate from the data

Comments

a) Replicate measurements of
blank samples, i.e. matrices
containing no detectable
measurand
or
replicate measurements
of test samples with low
concentrations of analyte

10

Calculate s0′ from s0 as shown in Figure 3
Calculate LOQ as LOQ =k Q × s0′

The value for the multiplier kQ is usually
10, but other values such as five or six
are commonly used (based on “fitness
for purpose” criteria)

b) Replicate measurements of
reagent blanks
or
r eplicate measurements
of reagent blanks spiked
with low concentrations of
measurand

10

Calculate the standard deviation, s0 of the
results
Calculate s0′ from s0 as shown in Figure 3
Calculate LOQ as LOQ =k Q × s0′

Approach b) is acceptable, when it is not
possible to obtain blank samples or test
samples at low concentrations
When these reagent blanks are not taken
through the whole measurement procedure
and are presented directly to the instrument
the calculation will give the instrument LOQ

1) F or some measurement systems, e.g. chromatography, a test sample containing too low a concentration or a reagent blank might need to
be spiked in order to get a non-zero standard deviation
2) The entire measurement procedure should be repeated for each determination
3) The standard deviation is expressed in concentration units
The application of this calculation should be discussed more extensively for its impact on the clinical application of the measurement.
Namely, in the selection of the multiplier k it appears subjective and not based on objectively derived criteria. In a more practical way,
WHO-ECBS defined LOQ as the lowest amount of measurand that can be quantitatively determined with stated acceptable imprecision and
bias. It means that LOQ should be defined by that concentration fulfilling analytical goals to make the measurement clinically meaningful.

bias can be evaluated by constructing the line of equity
and 95% CI (if there is no bias, the line of equity corresponds to zero) [43].
Statistical tests can determine if the bias between
methods is significant. This, however, tells us nothing
about the clinical significance of the difference. In order
to evaluate the latter, acceptability criteria derived by the
models listed in Table 4 should be applied [5]. Only if the
determined bias values exceed established specifications,
can we conclude that there is a clinically relevant difference between methods. Laboratories should inform clinicians about the issue and the deriving effect it can have on
the interpretation of the patient’s result.

Verification of reference intervals
Accreditation programs play a pivotal role in clinical laboratories for the management of the patient safety. The
latest (third) revision of the ISO 15189 in 2012 [17] emphasizes that “biological reference intervals shall be periodically reviewed” by laboratory personnel and that they
should be verified every time a variation in analytical and/
or pre-analytical procedures occurs [44]. This requirement
poses challenges to laboratory personnel, considering the
large number and different types of clinical laboratory
tests, as well as the fast development of analytical technology [45]. The directive of the European Union on in

Table 4: Recommended models for defining analytical performance specifications.
Recommended models for defining analytical performance specifications.
Model 1: Based on the effect of analytical performance on clinical outcomes
a. Done by direct outcome studies – investigating the impact of analytical performance of the test on clinical outcomes;
b. Done by indirect outcome studies – investigating the impact of analytical performance of the test on clinical classifications or decisions
and thereby on the probability of patient outcomes, e.g. by simulation or decision analysis
Model 2: Based on components of biological variation of the measurand
Model 3: Based on state of the art of the measurement, defined as the highest level of analytical performance technically achievable
Adapted from Sandberg et al. [5].
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vitro diagnostic medical devices (Directive 98/79/EC) [22]
states that IVD manufacturers need to provide “detailed
information on reference intervals for the quantities being
determined, including a description of the appropriate
reference population” [46].
In clinical practice, a widespread and practiced way
for interpreting laboratory results rely on a two-sided comparison based on reference intervals [45]. However, at the
dawn of the 21st century, there is now a defined priority
to implement in quality system of clinical laboratories a
specific procedure for establishing, verifying and revising
reference values [47]. Gräsbeck and Saris first introduced
the concept of reference values in 1969 [48]. Nevertheless,
the correct approach for definition, implementation and
use of reference intervals remains a critical issue in laboratory medicine. As defined by the IFCC [49], and recently
reviewed by the Clinical and Laboratory Standards Institute (CLSI), the term ‘reference interval’ entails a range of
values obtained from individuals appropriately selected in
order to satisfy suitably defined criteria [50, 51]. The clinical laboratory staff has to define and consistently verify
the accuracy of pre-analytical conditions, the analytical
method and its performance and the characteristics of the
population to be analyzed [43]. The main preconditions to
be addressed for defining a reference interval in ostensibly healthy subjects are listed in Table 5.
Once established, reference intervals should be locally
validated. As recently discussed [52], the validation can be
done according to the CLSI document C28-A3, paragraph
11.2, by examining 20 reference individuals from a laboratory’s own subject population. If no more than two (10%)
of the 20 tested values fall outside the previously established reference interval, this can be locally adopted.

Verification of qualitative test
procedures
The qualitative (ordinal scale) laboratory methods can
be used for screening, diagnosis or monitoring of disease

and treatment response. In general, qualitative methods
have only two possible results: “positive” and “negative”.
Some qualitative tests derived from dichotomized quantitative tests are sometimes semi-quantitative. Examples
of qualitative tests in laboratories are immunology screening tests (done by immunofluorescence), some molecular
tests and urinalysis using urine test strips. According to
the ISO 15189:2012 standard, the verification for all types
of methods should be performed before their implementation in the laboratory work [19]. The protocol for the verification can be defined by the laboratory and it may not be
the same for every user [53]. However, all of tests should
meet predefined performance characteristics and provide
reproducible and accurate results [54].
As recommended by the CLSI, verification of the
qualitative methods should include studies on imprecision, bias and method comparison [55]. Particularly, the
trueness of the method should be verified if quantitative
methods are proposed for concentration measurements.
The reproducibility for the analyte measurements near
the cut-off concentrations should also be performed,
mainly if results are derived from quantitative values and
reported binary as positive/negative. The use of positive
and negative samples at concentrations 20% lower and
higher than cut-off values is recommended [56]. If high
positive or low negative samples would indeed be used
the problem with results in the area of clinical decision
cannot be detected.
A method comparison study has to be performed
between the comparison method in use (considered as the
“reference” method) and the new qualitative test procedure. Comparison of two qualitative methods or between
qualitative and quantitative methods has specific rules
and recommended statistical analyses used in quantitative method comparison, such as Bland-Altman plots or
P-B regression, cannot be used. Results from method comparison should be shown in 2 × 2 table as the ratio of agreement between the new method and the quantitative test or
diagnosis adjudication, if available. From that table, the
ratio of true positive and true negative values or related
diagnostic sensitivity and specificity can be calculated.

Table 5: Conditions to be addressed for correctly defining reference intervals.
Conditions to be addressed for correctly defining reference intervals
– Definition of the basic demographic characteristics of reference groups of individuals;
– Pre-analytical and analytical criteria should be fulfilled;
– Results should be obtained using a standardized (advisably traceable) method, in a system with defined analytical specifications and by
employing an appropriate quality control program;
– The diagnostic characteristics (e.g. sensitivity, specificity, predictive values) of the assay should be known in advance [49]
– The statistical analysis for evaluating value distributions and deriving intervals should be based on appropriate tests
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As described above for quantitative methods, reference intervals should be checked. Samples for verification
of reference values should be 20% lower and higher than
cut-off value.
The number of samples should be predefined regarding the specific verification part. For reproducibility
testing, a minimum of 20 samples should be used and
weighted kappa coefficients should be calculated [57].
The Kappa coefficient can be calculated with at least 30
samples, a minimum of 10 samples from each category
(positive and negative).
Results of qualitative methods verification should be
interpreted according to the predefined acceptance criteria.
The new method can be implemented as the part of clinical
laboratory procedures when these criteria are fulfilled.

How to best use your IQC and EQA
data
Traditionally, IQC uses sample materials with assigned
values and IQC results are evaluated continuously in relation to these known values. Although the use is “internal”,
the outcome can be compared with results obtained from
other laboratories, using the same materials and devices.
EQA schemes should be used to evaluate trueness
and accuracy of laboratory assays. The EQA material
ought therefore to be commutable and it is important for
the EQA organizer to assign values for the measurands in
the material as close as possible to true values [58, 59].
The ultimate way to assign values is by using reference
measurement procedures. However, the availability of
reference measurement procedures is limited and the cost
is relatively high. Therefore, other ways could be used to
assign values. One such substitute is the transfer of certified reference values from reference materials to EQA
materials by measurements in parallel. Again, a prerequisite for such procedure is that both the reference material
and the EQA material are commutable.
For the most common measurands, it is expected
that the major CE-marked IVD products today produce
measurement results close to reference measurement
results. Consequently, some authors have proposed
that, although the different method group mean values
might vary slightly randomly over time, it is reasonable
to assume that a mean value of the method group mean
values is close to a true value.
A consensus-based grading (e.g. “grand mean”,
method- or commercial system-specific mean/median
value) is often used when the reference value is lacking.
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This procedure to assign value suffers from a limitation
that the most common analytical systems in the market
contribute with a higher weight to the mean value. Furthermore, if measurement methods that contribute with
results in the pool not are fully documented, the traceability of the consensus value may be questionable [60].
The EQA participant results should be evaluated
against agreed limits. These limits (recently discussed in
Milan at the EFLM conference [61]) have been agreed by
either professional organizations, authorities or suggested
by the EQA organizers. The participants might also create
their own acceptance limits, with respect to a specific use
of a test.
The reason for deviating results must always be
searched for. The most common reason for a deviating result
might be a transfer mistake. Ideally, it is a recommended to
review EQA data according to a structured scheme [62].
Ordinal scale results cannot be evaluated in the same
way as quantitative results. For variables with an underlying quantitative scale, the “true” or assigned value can
be established with a reference method or well-controlled
measurement procedures. Close to the equivalence point,
or c50-value, both “negative” and “positive” results are
expected. The information from such a survey is therefore
the location of the c50 value for the assay. Use of materials
with expected values that are very different from the c50
value is recommended to evaluate the performance of the
individual user of the test [63].
Nominal scale tests are tests were the value of the
“examinand” is identified or named. Examples of these
tests are recognition of cell types, bacteria species or blood
types. In this case, the results in EQA schemes are evaluated as, e.g. a fraction of correctly identified objects [64].

Six-Sigma metrics
At the end of method validation or verification, the laboratory has collected data, crunched numbers, and created
some graphs. Now what? With all the different studies and
statistics, how can we synthesize the results into a single
verdict: acceptable or unacceptable? Is a method with
high bias but low imprecision or a method with low bias
but high imprecision acceptable?
The sigma metric approach allows a laboratory to take
a broader view of the data, putting together estimates of
bias and imprecision into a practical judgment on the clinical usefulness of the method. With sigma metrics, laboratories can not only determine whether or not the method is
“good enough” for patient care, but they can also estimate
the number of defects that will be generated by the assay,
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which is similar to protocols used for laboratory test validation [66]. Additional indications have been published at
the national level, specifically aimed to ensure that blood
collection systems fulfil specific requisites of quality,
workability and efficiency [71]. It is also noteworthy that
a number of pre-analytical mistakes are attributable to
Verification of blood collection
insufficient audits with healthcare operators involved in
specimen collection/handling.
system
Standardization and monitoring of all pre-analytical
Clinical laboratories have been at the vortex of the mael- variables would be associated with the best organizastrom affecting medicine over the past few years. Various tional and clinical outcomes. The governance of the entire
approaches are being implemented to reduce overall examination process (thus including the evaluation of
expenditure for laboratory services, such as centralization blood collection system) will also reduce laboratory costs
and consolidation of facilities, increasing level of auto- and enhance clinician-laboratory cooperation.
In summary, in agreement with the aim of the EFLM
mation, decentralizing testing (i.e. point-of-care testing).
Continuing
Postgraduate Course on method validation
In many of these situations, most problems in the pre-
analytical phase entail factors directly associated with and verification held in Zagreb, the main scope of this
collective paper was to enable the exchange of ideas and
blood specimen collection.
In the past, the lack of standardized procedures knowledge related to the most common issues and evefor sample collection accounted for most of the mis- ryday problems found in clinical laboratories, in order to
takes encountered within the total examination process ensure a better quality of daily laboratory results.
[65]. Data a which emerged from representative studies
showed that problems directly related to specimen col- Author contributions: All the authors have accepted
lection were the main source of diagnostic errors and responsibility for the entire content of this submitted
variability, including hemolyzed, insufficient, clotted, manuscript and approved submission.
and incorrect blood samples [65]. These problems Financial support: None declared.
related to inappropriate procedures for collection and Employment or leadership: None declared.
handling of specimens, i.e. use of improper collec- Honorarium: None declared.
tion tools, prolonged stasis during venepuncture, time Competing interests: The funding organization(s) played
before centrifugation or analysis, unsuitable storage, no role in the study design; in the collection, analysis, and
etc. [66]. Therefore, the choice of devices for blood col- interpretation of data; in the writing of the report; or in the
lection becomes a pivotal aspect in optimizing the pre- decision to submit the report for publication.
analytical phase and achieving reliable testing results
[67]. Moreover, accreditation programs for medical laboratories emphasize that the laboratory personnel need
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